Notes on God
Invisible Supply – Joel Goldsmith
Oneness with God and heir to His riches
The principle of supply is that in our oneness with God, we already have all that the Father has
because ‘I and the Father are one, and all that the Father has is mine’ If we are experiencing a lack, it
is not because of any actual lack. It is because of our inability to make contact with our supply. As a
‘child of God’ we are joint heirs with Christ in all the heavenly riches of the Father. This is a spiritual
truth given to human consciousness.
Invisible Supply
The world seeks its good in the external realm IE peace, joy, satisfaction, home, companionship, or
supply from the outer world of people and things. But the Master said ‘My Kingdom is not of this
world’
When we turn to the spiritual path we learn the world’s weapons will not do for us. When
considering the statement ‘The Kingdom of God is within you’ it immediately becomes clear that
going outside to find our good will not work. The place to seek is within. Spiritual revelators of all
time agree on this..
Spiritual living is based on the ability to contact God. God is at hand, our mystical poet tells us ‘He is
closer than breathing nearer than hand or feet.
Righteous can mean having the ‘right idea’ of supply, or God. Our lack of understanding of God is
responsible for any difficulties in our current situation. What we know of God are Truth and answers
of our own knowledge. Frequently we quote ideas of God that are quotes of others and not of our
own knowledge.
God is the I of my being, the I am – not my personal mind or power or understanding – the I am of
me, the very I or spiritual selfhood of me. God is part of each human being. All of God’s spirit is the
human spirit. All of God’s supply is the human supply. All of God’s love is human love.
Why?... Because I and he Father are one, and all that the Father has is mine. It is that oneness that
constitutes the infinity of our being. This ‘Allness’ constitutes individual being, our good does not
come to us from outside; it has to be contacted from inside.

Supply is Spirit
Supply is spirit and it is within you. Outwardly supply takes the form of money, food, clothing,
housing, transportation, business capital etc. Spiritual discernment will tell you this is true. Later you
will see the proof of it – not by ever seeing supply but by seeing the forms supply assumes.
Truth like supply is invisible is inaudible. You will never see Truth, nor will you ever hear Truth. Truth
is within you. Truth is spirit, and Truth is God.

Tangibles and intangibles of supply
Fruit of trees, crops in fields, are symbols of supply. They are not supply itself, because supply is
invisible and it is within you. So it is with poets, authors, sculptors, painters, composers. Their
invisible talents are the substance of what becomes poems, books, paintings, teachings, or other
forms of art. Their supply is their inner light, their inspiration.

We are NOT HELD IN BONDAGE held in bondage by God
Even the smallest measure of understanding on the nature if God would heal half of the diseases
and discords of the world, because about half of the people of the world believe that god is
punishing them for their sins. It is a theological belief that we are being punished for our sins – either
of commission or omission – for which God is holding us in bondage.
ANYONE HOLDING SUCH BELIEF S HAS NOT EVEN THE FAINTEST CONCEPT OF THE NATURE OF GOD… WHY?...

God is Spirit, God is love, God is Infinite, GOD IS Universal. Can an Infinite, Universal Love withhold
itself? No more so than the law of gravity. If you drop an object the law of gravity operates
regardless of the value of the object. The law of gravity is no respecter f value. It operates for all. So
it is with the Grace of god. THE Grace of God has no more power to discriminate saint from sinner
than the law of gravity can discriminate a one-dollar object from a thousand-dollar object

God cannot be deceived - spiritual principal

The Spirit is closer to you than breathing. You cannot deceive It, because It is yourself, It is your
intelligence, It is your wisdom, It is the very guiding instinct of your being. Therefore, for example;
you cannot steal something and think god will not see you. God is right at the center of your being,
and the moment you violate a spiritual principal, you are out of tune with it.

Acknowledging the presence of God
We have not/do not become separated from God. There is therefore no need to seek or find God (he
is not lost/has not departed). Our (bad/negative) experiences have us believe we become separated
from God.
We become victims of that (our) belief because entertaining a sense of separation from God can be
as disastrous and devastating as actual separation. In other words, the moment we accept the sense
of separation from God, it is as if we had not God
The thing to overcome is the sense of separation, not the actual separation.

